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OPTIMAL CONTROL OF BATCH SERVICE QUEUES WITH 
FINITE SERVICE CAPACITY AND LINEAR HOLDING COSTS 

SAMULI AALTO 

ABSTRACT. We consider the optimal control problem of certain batch service queue
ing systems with compound Poisson arrivals and linear holding costs. The control 
problem involves the determination of the epochs at which the service is initiated as 
well as the sizes of the batches served. The service times are assumed to be inde
pendent and identically distributed, however, with a general distribution. A quite 
natural operating policy is to start the service as soon as the number of customers 
reaches some threshold and serve always as many customers as possible. Assuming 
infinite service capacity Deb [3] proved that under some mild conditions the optimal 
operating policy is of this type. In this paper we show that a similar result is valid 
even if the service capacity is finite. In this case the threshold is never greater than 
Q, the service capacity (the maximum number of customers that can be served at 
the same time) . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider the optimal control problem of M X/G(Q)/l batch service 
queueing systems with a single server, compound Poisson arrivals and general i.i.d. 
service times. The service capacity (i.e. the maximum number of customers that 
can be served together in a batch) is denoted by Q. The control problem involves the 
determination of the epochs Tn at which the service is initiated as well as the sizes En of 
the batches served. Costs are usually charged both for serving the customers (service 
costs) and for holding them in the system (holding costs). An optimal operating 
policy minimizes, for example, the discounted costs among all the admissible operating 
policies. 

In a seminal paper by Deb and Serfozo [2] sufficient conditions were found for the 
following two types of operating policies to be optimal: 

(i) Operating policy 1T=: No customers are served. 
(ii) Operating policy 1T x: After a service completion, as many customers as possible 

are served as soon as the queue length reaches a certain fixed level x. 

The latter one is called a queue length threshold policy. As regards the holding costs, 
Deb and Serfozo assumed that they depend just on the number of customers in the 
system (but not, for example, on the times the customers have been waiting). Accord
ing to [5], such holding costs are called linear. Deb and Serfozo further assumed that 
customers arrive according to a Poisson process. 

In a later paper [3] Deb proved that similar optimality results are valid even when 
the customers arrive according to a compound Poisson process (still assuming linear 
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2 SAMULl AALTO 

holding costs). However, he only considered the case of infinite service capacity, Q = 
00. 

In [1] we considered the case with compound Poisson arrivals and finite service 
capacity, Q < 00. We let the holding costs be even non-linear but omitted totally the 
service costs. We also needed an additional (technical) assumption that the size of an 
arriving batch is bounded by some constant M < 00. In the case of linear holding 
costs our results in [1] imply the following two facts: 

(i) The operating policy 7r 00 that leaves all the customers unserved is never optimal. 
(ii) An optimal operating policy belongs to the class of queue length threshold policies 

7rx with threshold x :::; Q. 

It is clear that the former result is due to our assumption to omit the service costs. 
In this paper we partly generalize the results of [3] and [1]. So we assume compound 

Poisson arrivals. We restrict ourself to the case of linear holding costs, but (as a 
generalization to [3]) let the service capacity be finite . In addition to holding costs, we 
also consider the costs due to serving customers (as a generalization to [1]). Under the 
same additional assumption as in [1], we will find sufficient conditions for the following 
two cases: 

(i) The operating policy 7r 00 that leaves all the customers unserved is optimal (under 
Condi tion C 1). 

(ii) An optimal operating policy belongs to the class of queue length threshold policies 
7rx with threshold x :::; Q (under Conditions C2 and C3). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the model 
and the main results (including conditions Cl, C2 and C3). In Section 3 we prove the 
claim presented in case (i) above. Case (ii) is proved step-by-step in Sections 4 - 8. 
First, in Section 4, we prove that it is optimal to initiate the service infinitely many 
times. In Section 5 we introduce the so called Q-policies and show that it is sufficient 
to consider such policies when seeking an optimal policy. Some important properties 
of these Q-policies are presented in Section 6. In Section 7, we introduce the so called 
stationary Q-policies and find an optimal policy among these stationary Q-policies. 
Finally, in Section 8, this optimal stationary policy is shown to be optimal also among 
all the Q-policies and, thus, among all the admissible policies. 

2. THE MODEL AND THE MAIN RESULTS 

In this section we first introduce the queueing model. The main results concerning 
the optimal control of this queueing system are presented at the end of the section in 
Theorem 2.3. 

Consider an MX/G( Q)/l batch service queueing system with Q < 00. In this model 
the service capacity is finite and customers arrive in batches, the sizes of which are 
independent and identically distributed. Let fJn denote the size of the nth arriving 
batch. As in [1], we make the following assumption. 

Assumption 2.1. We assume that there is iVJ < 00 such that P{fJl ::; iVI} = 1. 
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The batches {3n arrive according to a Poisson process, the intensity of which is 
denoted by A. Let (A(t))t~O denote the customer arrival process with A(O) = O. Thus, 

00 

A(t) = :L ;3n1{Tn~t}' 
n=1 

where Tn denotes the arrival time of the nth batch. 
Customers are served in batches, the sizes of which are not greater than Q. The 

service times Sn are assumed to be strictly positive, independent and identically dis
tributed with a finite mean E[SI] < 00. In particular, they are assumed to be inde
pendent of the service batches. The following assumption implies that, for example, 
the system with the usual operating policy ITI (i.e. the queue length threshold policy 
with threshold x = 1) is stable. 

Assumption 2.2. We assume that AE[{31]E[SI] < Q. 

The first service starts at time To = O. The size of the first service batch, Bo, 
need not be specified, since, according to our assumptions, the first service time 51 is 
independent of Bo and, as we will assume later, only those customers that are waiting 
(but not yet in service) cause some costs. The number of those customers that remain 
in the queue of waiting customers at time 0 is denoted by X(O). We assume that 
X(O) < lVI. By this way, the starting time 0 looks like a non-trivial service epoch 
(which will be defined in Section 6). The conditional probability measure that takes x 
as the initial queue length (X(O) = x) is denoted by Px ' The corresponding conditional 
expectation operator is denoted by Ex. 

An operating policy IT = ((Tn), (Bn)) is defined by giving the service epochs Tn, 
n E {O, I, . . . }, and the service batches Bn , n E {I, 2, . . . }. It is required that To = 0 
and Tn ~ Tn- l + 5n for n ~ 1. As regards the service batches, it is required that 
Bn ~ Q and I:~=1 Bk ~ X(O) + A(Tn) for all n. When needed, a more complete 
notation, IT = ((T;), (B~)), is used. 

If the last service is initiated at time T;o' we denote T; = 00 and B~ = 0 for all 
n > no. Let IT 00 denote such a policy that leaves all the customers unserved (the 
non-serving policy). Then T:;= = 00 and B~oo = 0 for all n > O. 

An operating policy is said to be admissible if the decisions are based on the current 
and past information only. More precisely, T; shall be a stopping time with respect to 
the history fn generated by the initial queue length X(O), the arrival process A and 
the service times SI, ... ,Sn' In addition, B~ shall be measurable with respect to the 
corresponding stopped O"-algebra fn(T;). The family of admissible operating policies 
is denoted by II. 

With each policy IT E II, we associate a queue length process (X1r(t))t>o. The queue 
length at time t is defined by -

00 

X1r(t) = X(O) + A(t) - L B~l{T~~t}. 
n=1 

Note that X1r(t) stands for the number of waiting customers (excluding the customers 
in service) at time t and X(O) is the initial queue length common to all policies IT. 

Let x ~ O. The queue length threshold policy ITx = ((Tn), (Bn)) with threshold x is 
formally defined by setting To = 0 and, for n E {I, 2, ... }, 
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• Tn = inf{t 2: Tn- 1 + Sn I Xn(t) 2: x} and 
• Bn = min{Xn(Tn), Q}. 

Here Xn denotes the (partial) queue length process that takes into account the services 
up to time Tn-I, 

n-l 

Xn(t) = X(O) + A(t) - L Bm 1{Tm9}· 

m=l 

The resulting policy is clearly admissible. 
Holding costs (for policy 7T") are assumed to accumulate continuously at rate h(X1r (t)), 

where h(O) = 0 and h(x) is non-decreasing as a function of x. Note that the cost rate 
process h(X1r(t)) is thus non-decreasing within service intervals [T;:_l' T;:). In addition 
to the holding costs, at every service epoch T;: a service cost of amount of f{ + cB~ is 
incurred, where f{ 2: 0 and c 2: 0 are constant. 

Let a > 0 be fixed. The discounted cost process (D1r(t)k~o for each 7T" E II is defined 
by 

So, D1r(t) takes into account all the costs until time t. Since D1r(t) is non-decreasing, 
the limit 

is well defined. For each 7T" E II, the (expected) discounted cost with respect to the 
initial queue length x < M is defined as follows: 

(2.1) 

In addition, denote, for any x < M, 

V*(x) = inf{V1r (x) lIT E II}. (2.2) 

It is possible to show that the part of the discounted cost due to serving customers, 
00 

n=l 

is finite for all IT. Namely, by taking into account the facts that , for all 7T" and n, 

T;; 2: Sl + ... + Sn and B::::; Q, 
the discounted serving cost V;(x) can be upperbounded by a geometric (and, thus, 
finite) sum: 

00 

n=l 
As regards the other part of the discounted cost, 

VH(x) = Ex[l°° e-auh(X1r(ll)) dllJ, 
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which is due to holding customers, it can be finite or infinite, depending on our oper
ating policy 7f and cost function h( x). However, if h( x) = hx with some h > 0, then 
we have, for all 7f and x, 

VH(x) < 00, 

implying also that, for all 7f and x, 

v'r(x) < 00 and V*(x) < 00. 

This can be proved by considering the non-serving policy 7f 00' It is an easy exercise to 
calculate the discounted cost for this policy: 

V1l"oo(x) = V1l"oo(x) = hx + hAE[/1d < 00. 
H a a 2 

Note that this result is even independent of our assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 (as long as 
E[/1d < (0). On the other hand, since X1l"oo(t) ~ X1l"(t) for any 7f and t, holding costs 
are greatest for 7f 00' Thus, for all 7f and x, 

VH(x) ~ V~oo(x) < 00. 

Let then 

x* = 1 +max{x E {-I,D, ... ,Q -I} I C(x) < z*}, (2.3) 

where 

z* = a(K + V*(O)) 

and 

x = -1, 

C(x) = { ~(~' + Ac(E[(x + /1t) 1\ Q]- x) + 
A(E[V*((x + /11 - Q)+)]- V*(O)) - acx, x E {O,l, ... ,Q -I}. 

Here we have used notation: x 1\ Q = min{x, Q} and (x - Q)+ = max{x - Q, OJ. We 
further note that x* E {O, 1, .. . , Q}. In the special case of ordinary Poisson arrivals, 
we have 

C(x) = { -00, 

h(x) + AC - acx, 
x = -I, 

xE{O,l, ... ,Q-l}. 

Now we are ready to present our main results. After presenting Conditions Cl, C2 
and C3, we first consider the general case, i.e. non-linear cost rate functions h(x), in 
Theorem 2.3. Then, in Corollary 2.4, we assume that the holding cost rate function 
h( x) is linear. 

Condition Cl: h(x + 1) - h(x) ~ a(c + 8) for all x ~ O. 

Condition C2: h(x + 1) - h(x) ~ a(c + 8) for all x ~ O. 

Condition C3: V*(x) < 00 for all x < M. 

Note that, under Condition CI, h(x) ~ a(c+ 8)x for all x. Thus, V1l"oo(x) < 00 for 
all x, implying also that V* (x) < 00 for all x. Note further that Conditions C 1 and C2 
are complementary only when the cost rate function h( x) is linear. These conditions 
are slightly different from those presented in [2] and [3]. The difference is due to the 
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fact that we excluded the customers in the service when considering the holding costs, 
whereas Deb and Serfozo included them. 

Theorem 2.3. Let h(x) be any non-decreasing function with h(O) = o. 
(i) Under Condition Cl, the non-serving policy 7r 00 is discounted cost optimal. 

(ii) Under Conditions C2 and C3, the queue length threshold policy 7rx • is discounted 
cost optimal. 

Corollary 2.4. Assume that h(x) = hx with some h > o. Then there are two possi
bilities: 

(i) If h ::; 0'( C + ~), then the non-serving policy 7r 00 is discounted cost optimal. 

(ii) If h ;:::: O'(c + ~), then the queue length threshold policy 7rx • is discounted cost 
optimal. 

Finally, by omitting the service costs (i.e. f{ = c = 0), we get the following result, 
which is in line with our former results presented in [1]. In this case, we have z* = 
O'V*(O) and 

C(x) = { ~(~' + '\(E[V'«x + P, - Q)+)]- V'(O)), 
x = -1, 

x E {O, 1, ... ,Q - I}. 

Corollary 2.5. Let f{ = c = o. If V*(x) < 00 for all x < NI, then the queue length 
threshold policy 7r x. is discounted cost optimal. 

3. OPTIMAL POLICY: DO NOT SERVE AT ALL! 

In this section we prove the first part (i) of Theorem 2.3. Therefore, we assume that 
Condition C1 is valid. We will prove that, under this assumption, the non-serving 
policy 7r 00 is discounted cost optimal even pathwise. 

Proposition 3.1. D7r
oo ::; D7r for aU7r E II. 

Proof. Let 7r E II. Denote (here) briefly: T;: = in and B~ = bn for all n. Now, by 
C1, we have 

00 

:L e-atn (cbn + 8 bn - [{ - cbn ) ::; o. 
n=l 

The last inequality above follows from the fact that Q ;:::: bn for all n. o 

The first part (i) of Theorem 2.3 follows by taking the expectations. 

4. OPTIMAL POLICY: SERVE INFINITELY MANY TIMES 

In this section we start the proof of the second part (ii) of Theorem 2.3. Therefore, 
we assume that Condition C2 is valid. We will show that, under this assumption, it is 
sufficient to consider such operating policies that initiate the service infinitely many 
times. 
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Let 7r E II such that T;: = 00 for some n E {1, 2, ... }, and denote 

no = sup {n > 0 I T;: < oo}. 

Define a modified policy if by setting Tt = 0, and, for n E {1, 2, ... ,no}, 

• Tir = T7r and n n 

B ir - B7r 
• n - n' 

and, for n E {no + 1, no + 2, ... }, 

• T; = inf{t ~ TLI + Sn I X;(t) ~ Q} and 

• B~ = Q. 

7 

Thus, if is identical to 7r up to the service epoch T;:o' but changes thereafter to the 
queue length threshold rule (with threshold Q). It is clear from the construction that 
the resulting policy is admissible, i.e. if E II. 

Proposition 4.1. Dir ~ D7r. 

Proof. Denote (here) briefly: T; = tn. Now, by C2, we have 

D" - D" < nI:+! (e-O,n(K + cQ) -1.= e-on a(c + ~)Q dU) 

00 

L e-cdn (K + cQ - cQ - ~ Q) = 0, 
n=no+l 

which proves the claim. o 

Proposition 4.1 tells that, under Condition C2, we can restrict ourself to such oper
ating policies 7r E IT for which T;: < 00 for all n. 

5. OPTIMAL POLICY: A Q-POLICY 

In this section we continue the proof of the second part (ii) of Theorem 2.3. Therefore, 
we again assume that Condition C2 is valid. We first recall the definition of a Q-policy 
from [1], and then show that it is sufficient to consider only such operating policies 
w hen seeking an optimal policy. 

Definition 5.1. An operating policy 7r E II is said to be a Q-policy if, for all n E 
{1, 2, ... }, 

• T;: ~ inf{t ~ T;:_l + Sn I X~(t) ~ Q} and 
• B~ = min{X~(T;:), Q}. 

The class of such policies is denoted by rrQ. 
Note that these policies apply the following two principles: (i) after a service comple

tion, a new service starts at the latest when the number of waiting customers reaches 
or exceeds the service capacity Q, and (1i) whenever a service of a batch is initiated, 
it includes as many customers as possible. It is also clear that, for example, all the 
queue length threshold policies 7r x with threshold x ~ Q belong to this class. These 
are called the queue length threshold Q-policies. 

Let 7r E II such that T;: < 00 for all n. Our purpose is now to construct a Q-policy, 
which is (even pathwise) at least as good as 7r. This is done in two phases. 

Define first a modified policy 7r
q by setting Tt = 0, and, for n E {1, 2, ... }, 
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• T7r
q 

= T7r and n n 

• B~q = max{X:
q 
(T;q), Q}. 

Thus, 7f
q is identical to IT as regards the service epochs but serves always as many 

customers as possible. It is clear from the construction that the resulting policies are 
admissible, i.e. 7f

q E IT. In addition, it is easy to see that 
n n 

~ B 7rq > ~ B7r 
~ k -~ k 

k=l k=l 

for all n, implying (due to simultaneous service epochs) that x 7rq (t):::::: X7r(t) for all 
t 2 o. 
Proposition 5.2. D7rq 

:::::: D7r. 

Proof. Denote (here) briefly: T7r = t and B7rq 
- B7r = 0 for all n Since n n n n n . 

n 

x7r(t) = x
7rq 

(t) + L Ok 

k=l 

for all t E [tn, tn+d, we have, by C2, 

D" - D' < ~ (e-""cJn - t+· e-an 
frC t. J, dU) 

00 00 n 

L e-otnCOn - I)e-otn - e-otn+1)c LOk 

n=l n=l k=l 
00 00 00 

L e-otncOn - L COk I) e-otn - e-otn+1
) 

n=l k=l n=k 
00 00 

L e-otnCOn - L e-otkcok = 0, 
n=l k=l 

which proves the claim. o 

Note that the policy 7f q is not necessarily a Q-policy: it applies the second principle 
(ii) but not the first one (i). Therefore, something more is needed. 

Define now another modified policy 7fQ by setting T;Q = 0, and, for n E {I, 2, ... }, 

• T;Q = min{T;q,inf{t 2: T;::'j + Sn I X:Q 2 Q}} and 

• B~Q = max{X:Q (T;Q), Q}. 

Thus, 7fQ is such a modification of 7f q that applies principle (i). It is clear from the 
construction that the resulting policy is admissible, i.e. 7fQ E II. In addition, it is easy 
to see that 

for all n, implying (since T;Q :::::: T;q) that X 7rQ (t) :::::: x 7rq (t) for all t 2 O. Note further 
that 

B~Q < Q 

Proposition 5.3. D7r
Q < D7r Q

• 

(5.1 ) 
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Proof. Denote (here) briefly: T;:Q = tn, T;:q = t~ and B:Q = B:
q = bn for all n. 

Now, first by C2 and then by (5.1), 

D,Q - D" < t, ((e-.t• - e-·t~)(K + cbn) - [~ e-·U ,,(c + ~)bn dU) 

(~) t, ((e-.t• - e-"t~)(K + cQ) - [~ e-·u ,,(c + Z)Q dU) 
00 

2::( e-otn - e-ot~) (I{ + cQ - cQ - ~ Q) = 0, 
n=l 

which proves the claim. o 

As a corollary of the previous two propositions we get the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.4. inf{V7l"(x) I 7r E IIQ} = inf{V7r(x) 17r E II} for all x < M. 

Theorem 5.4 tells that, under Condition C2, we can restrict ourself to the class of 
Q-policies, IIQ. 

6. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE Q-POLICIES 

In this section we recall from [1] some important properties of the Q-policies. They 
are needed in the next section, where we continue the proof of Theorem 2.3. All the 
proofs of the results presented in this section can be found in [1]. 

Let 7r E nQ. The principles (i) and (ii) mentioned in the previous section imply that 
the first non-trivial decisions are made only after such a service completion that leaves 
less than Q customers waiting (otherwise a new service is initiated immediately with 
the maximum batch size Q). Inspired by this fact, we define an increasing sequence 
(N'nk=O of integer-valued random variables by setting N~ = 0 and, for k E {I, 2, ... }, 

N; = inf{n > N;_l I X:(TL1 + Sn) < Q}. (6 .1) 

The random variables N'k are called the indices of non-trivial service epochs. We recall 
from [1] that Ex[Nkl < 00 for all x < M and k ~ O. The non-trivial service epochs T; 
are defined by setting 

T 7l" T7l" . 
k - N'" k 

The queue length at the non-trivial service epoch T; is denoted by ~k' 

G = X7l"(Tn· 

We recall from [1] that PX{~k < M} = 1 for all x < !vI and k ~ 0. In addition, we 
define random variables irk and SI: by setting 

B; = Hi"" and Sk":: = SN1< +1 + ... + SN'" 
k k-l k 

Since Nf is common to all 7r E nQ , we may write Nf = N1 and Sf = Sl' Further
more, we have T;: = Sl,n and B: = Q for all 7r E nQ and n < N1• It follows that the 
(partial) queue length process Xl = X N1 is common to all 7r E rrQ. Note further that 

i3; = min{X1(Tn, Q} and ~~ = max{X1 (Tn - Q, OJ. (6.2) 
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Consider now the common queue length process Xl during the interval from S1 to 
the first non-trivial service epoch. First we define the process X Q = (XQ(t))t>o by 
setting 

Q -. - -"'Q 
X (t) = XI (mm{51 +t,T1 }). (6.3) 

So, X Q is a "truncated" compound Poisson process with initial value Xl(SJ). It is 
adapted to the history FQ = (FQ(t))t~O, where 

Q --F (t) = F 1(51 + t). 
Here :PI denotes the history generated by the initial queue length, the arrival pro
cess and the service times 51, ... ,5N !. Note that X Q is a strong Markov process 
with integer-valued, non-decreasing and right-continuous paths. The conditional dis
tribution of XQ with initial value x E Z+ is denoted by P~, and the corresponding 
expectation operator by E~. 

Let B denote the Banach space of real-valued and bounded functions f: Z+ ---+ ~ 
with the usual supremum norm 

Ilfll = sup{lf(x )11 x E Z+}. 

Define an operator AQ: B ---+ B by setting, for all fEB and x E Z+, 

AQ f(x) = lim HE~[J(XQ(h))]- f(x)). 
h-tO+ 

(6.4) 

It is called the infinitesimal operator of the Markov process XQ. A straightforward 
calculation reveals that 

AQ f(x) = { A(E[J(x + /31)]- f(x)), 
0, 

x < Q, 
x ?:. Q. 

(6.5) 

Due to Dynkin's formula [4], we have the following important result (Proposition 
4.2 in [1]). 

Proposition 6.1. For any 7r E nQ} fEB and x < M} 

T" 
Ex [e- oTt f(X1(tr))] = Ex[e-Os

! f(X1(Sl)) + ( ! e-ot(AQ f(X1 (t)) - af(Xl(t))) dt]. 
ls! 

7. STATIONARY Q-POLICIES 

In this section we continue the proof of the second part (ii) of Theorem 2.3. Now 
we assume that Conditions C2 and C3 are valid . We first recall the definition of a 
stationary Q-policy from [1]. Then we introduce some operators needed later on. The 
basic operator TIT defined in (7.3) is associated with the discounted costs up to the 
first non-trivial service epoch of a Q-policy 7r and the value of the given function v at 
the end of this interval. When applied to the discounted cost function of a stationary 
Q-policY7r, we get TIT V'" = VIT (Proposi tion 7.2). By taking the pointwise infimum 
over all Q-policies, we obtain another operator T. As shown in Proposition 7.4, for 
any function v increasing at least with rate c, there is a queue length threshold Q
policy 7r

V such that Tv = TIT" v. In Proposition 7.9 we show that this operator, when 
limited to a certain subset of non-decreasing functions, has a unique fixed point 'tV. 

Thus, TroW 'tV = 'tV. Finally, in Theorem 7.11, we show that the queue length threshold 
Q-policy 7r

W is optimal among these stationary Q-policies. 
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Definition 7.1. A Q-policy 7r E nQ is said to be stationary if ((J:, 1''k)'I:'=o is a Markov 
renewal sequence and the process X 7r is semi-regenerative with respect to this Markov 
renewal sequence. The family of stationary Q-policies is denoted by rrQs . 

It is clear that all the queue length threshold Q-policies are stationary. 

Let EM = {a, 1, ... ,M - I}. By BM we denote the space of real-valued functions 
v: EM -t JR. Since EM is finite, BM is trivially Banach with norm 

IlvilM = sup{lv(x)11 x E EM}. 

(7.1 ) 

It follows from Condition C3 and results of Section 5 that there is 7r E rrQ such that 
V7r(x) < 00 for all x E EM. Thus, 

Ex[D1(Sl)] :::; V7r(x) < 00. 

After this observation, it is not so hard to prove that Ex[DICt;Q)] < 00 implying that 
even for all 7r E rrQ 

(7.2) 

For each 7r E rrQ, we now define an operator T7r: BM -t BM by setting, for all v E BM 
and x E EM, 

T7r v (x) = Ex[Dl(1';) + e-aT{, (K + cB~ + v(G))]. 

It follows immediately from (7.3) that, for any 7r E rrQ and u, v E BM , 

U :::; V =} T 7r u:::; T7rv. 

Proposition 7.2. Let 7r E rrQs . Then 
(i) V7r E BM and V7r = T'7rV'7r) 

(ii) limk--too(T'7r)kv = V'7r for all v E BM . 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

Proof. First, prove (ii) as Proposition 6.3(ii) in [1]. This can be done independent 
of the first claim (i). The fact that V7r E EM follows now easily from (ii) and (7.2). 
After this, prove the latter part of (i) as Proposition 6.3(i) in [1]. 0 

For each v E BM , we define vQ E B by setting 

vQ(x) = { J{ + c(x A Q) + v((x - Q)+), 
0, 

x < Q+ M, 

x 2: Q + 1\11, 

where x A Q = min{x, Q} and (x - Q)+ = max{x - Q, O}. Note that, by (6.5), 

{ 

Ac(E[(x + (3d A Q]- x) + 
AQvQ(x) = A(E[v((x + (31 - Q)+)]- v(O)), X < Q, 

0, x 2: Q. 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

Now, by (6.2) and (7.5), we get the following representation for the basic operator T7r: 

T'7r v(x) = Ex[D1(1';) + e-aT{'vQ(X1('t;))]. (7.7) 
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vVith each v E B j\;/, we also associate a real number ZV and a real-valued function 
CV(x) by setting 

ZV = a(K + v(O)) (7.8) 

and 

x = -I, 
x E {O,I, ... ,Q -I}. 

(7.9) 

By applying now Proposition 6.1 to function vQ (x) and recalling that Xl (t) < Q for 
all t E [51, Tt), we get still another representation for the basic operator T7r: 

T7r v( x) = Ex[ l\ (5d + e- aS1 (I{ + cXl (5d + v(O)) + ,7r,V] (7.10) 

where the first two terms on the right hand side are independent of 7r and 

Let then 

1M = {v E B M I v ( x) - v (x - 1) ;:::: c for all x E {I, 2, . .. , M - I}}. 

Proposition 7.3. Function (V is non-decreasing for all v E 1M . 

Proof. Let v E 1M and x E {I, 2, ... ,Q - I}. Now, by C2, 

C(x) - C(x - 1) = h(x) - h(x - 1) - ac + Ac(E[1{x+,61~Q}] - 1) + 
A(E[(v(x + (31 - Q) - v(x + (31 -1 - Q))I{x+.t31>Q}]) 

K > a(c + Q) - ac + Ac(E[I{x+.t31~Q}] - 1) + 
A(E[(v(x + (31 - Q) - v(x + (31 - 1 - Q))I{x+.t31>Q}]) 

r = a~ +Ac(E[1{x+i31~Q}l-I)+ 

A(E[(v(x + /31 - Q) - v(x + /31 - 1 - Q))I{x+.t31>Q}])· 

Since v E 1M , we get the following inequality: 
r C(x) - C(x -1) > a~ + Ac(E[1{x+.t31~Q}l-1) + A(E[c1{x+.t3I>Q}]) 

which proves the claim. 

a~ - Ac(1 - P{x + (31 ::; Q}) + ACP{x + {31 > Q} 

= a I": > 0 Q - , 

With each v E 1M , we associate an integer-valued threshold XV by setting 

o 

xV=1+max{xE{-1,O, . .. ,Q-1}IC(x)<zV}. (7.11) 

Note that XV E {O, 1, ... , Q}. Finally, for each v E 1M , let 7r
V denote the queue length 

threshold policy with threshold xv, 

7r
V = 7r xv. (7.12) 

Proposition 7.4. For any v E hd and x E EM! 

T7rVv(x) = inf{T7r v(x) 17r E l1Q}. 
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Proof. By Proposition 7.3, 

i 1f" ,v = inf {i1f
,V I 7r E rrQ}. 

The claim follows now from (7.10). 

Next we define an operator T: 1M -t BM by setting, for all v E 1M and x E EM, 

13 

o 

(7.13) 

It follows from Proposition 7.4 and formula (7.4) that, if u, v E 1M such that u ::; v, 
then 

Tu = T1f
u 

U ::; T1f" u ::; T1f" V = Tv. (7.14) 

Proposition 7.5. For each u, v E 1M ) there is 0 < d < 1 such that 

Proof. Let x E EM. By Proposition 7.4, 

Tu(x) -Tv(x) T1f
U

u(x) -T1f"v(x) 
::; T1f"u(x) - T1f"v(x) 

= Ex[e-at( (u(G") - v(~r))l· 
The claim now easily follows from the facts that u (~f) - v( ~f) < Ilu - v 11M and 
it" ~ S1 ~ 51 > 0 (d. the proof of Proposition 5.3 in [1 J). 0 

Let then 

1M = {v E hvl I v ::; Tv}. 

First we show that 1M is non-empty. Let R E 1M be defined by R(x) = ex. Note that, 
for all x < Q + M, 

RQ(x) = J{ + c(x 1\ Q) + c(x - Q)+ = J{ + ex. 

In addition, we have AQRQ(x) = >.cE[,811 (i.e. constant) for all x < Q. 

Proposition 7.6. R ElM' 
Proof. Let x E EM. Denote (here) briefly: 7rt = 7r. Now we have to prove that 

T7r R(x) ~ R(x). 

First, for each n E {1, 2, ... }, let 

B~ = min{X~(T:), Q}, 

where X~ denotes the (partial) queue length process that takes into account only the 
original X(O) waiting customers (ignoring, thus, all the future arrivals) and the services 
up to time T::_ 1 , 

n-1 

X~(t) = X(O) - L B:1{T;.~t}. 
m=l 

It is clear that, for all nand t, 

X~(t) ::; X:(t). 
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In addition, B~ :::; B~ and X~(t) is constant during service intervals (TLl' T:;) for all 
n. Finally, we define 

~~ = max{X~1 (Tr"") - Q, O} 

and note that ~~ :::; ~r. It follows that 

NI Tlr 

T 1r f(x) = Ex['2:Jl n e-ctth(X:(t)) dt + e-aT;(I{ + eB:)) + e-aTNlf(G)] 
n=l T;_I 
NI T" 

> Ex [L(l n e-ath(X~(t)) dt + e-aT;eB~) + e-aTNle(~~)] 
n=l T;_I 
NI n-l 

ExfL( (e-aT;_1 - e-aT;) ~ h(X(O) - L B:n) + e-aT; eB~) + e-aTNI e~n 
a 

n=l m=l 

Now, by C2, 

NI n-l 

T1rf(x) 2: Ex [I)(e-aT;-1 - e-aT;) (eX(O) - L: eB:n) + e-aT;eB~) + e-aTNle~~] 
n=l m=l 

n=1 

By further taking into account that ~~ = X(O) - 2::~1 B~, we finally get 

T1rf(x) 2: Ex[eX(O)] = ex = f(x), 

which completes the proof. 

Proposition 7.7. Tv E I'M for all v E I tvf . 

o 

Proof. Let v E I'M. The first step is to prove that Tv E 1M . This is rather 
complicated but, however, can be done along similar lines as in the proof of Proposition 
5.4 of [1]. 

First we introduce some notation. The sample space of our stochastic system consists 
of pairs (x, w) E EM x 0, where x refers to the initial queue length and w gives a sample 
of the arrival process A and the service times 5 1,52 , .... Thus, for any x E EM and 
IT E II, such random variables as T;:(x), B~(x) and X1r(t;x) are well defined on 0 
(meaning the nth service epoch, the nth service batch and the queue length at time 
t, respectively, in such realizations that start with initial queue length x). 

Denote (here) briefly: 71'V = 71'. Now we define a modified policy 71" = ((T;:'),(B~')) 
as follows. Let T;' = 0 and, for n E {I, 2, ... } and x < M - 1, 

• T;:' (x) = T;: (x + 1) and 
• B~' (x) = min{X~' (T;:' (x); x), Q}. 

Here X~' denotes the nth partial queue length process generated by IT'. Finally, let 
T;:'(iVI - 1) = T;:(iVI - 1) and B~'(M - 1) = B~(iVI - 1) for n E {1,2, ... }. The 
resulting policy 71" is clearly a Q-policy. 

Now, let x < M - 1. Our purpose is to show that 

T 1rv(x + 1) 2: T"v(x) + c. 
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However, by Proposition 7.4, T7rv(x) :::; T7r'v(x). Thus, it is sufficient to prove that 

T7r v (x + 1) :2: T7!"' V ( x) + c. (7.15 ) 

This will be done next. 
Denote (here) by A the following event on ,0: 

A = {X1(S\(x); x) < Q - I}. 

So, in this set with initial queue length x, the queue length at the completion time of 
the Nl (x )th service is less than Q - 1. But this implies that, with initial queue length 
x + 1, the queue length at the same time is less than Q. Thus, N1(x) = Nl(x + 1), 
implying that 

Sl(X) = Sl(X + 1) and T;'(x) = Tt(x + 1). 

In addition, for all t :2: 0, 

By (6.2), it follows that 

13;(x + 1) = 13;' (x) + I{Xdt ;"'(x);x)<Q} and G(x + 1) = G' (x) + I{Xdtr'(x);x)~Q}· 
Since v E 1M , the latter equality implies that 

v(~~(x + 1)):2: v(G'(x)) + cl{Xdtt'(x);x)~Q}· 
Further, by C2, 

Dl ('rr (x + 1); x + 1) 
- , 

= D 1 (T;' ( x ); x) + 1 Tr (x) e - cd ( h (X 1 ( t; x) + 1) - h (Xl ( t; x) )) dt 

rtr' (x) 

:2: D1 (T;' (x); x) + Jo e-atacdt 

= D1 (T;'(x);x) +c(l- e-atr'(x)). 

Thus, we have 

Ex+dD1(Tn + e-atr(K + cBf + v(~n); A] 

:2: Ex[Dl(T() + c(1 - e-atr')+ 
- , -

e-aTr (K + cB( + c I{Xdt t')<Q} + v(G') + c 1{ 'Ydtt')~Q}); A] 
.... .- I - rr' .... I I 

= Ex[Dl(Tr ) + e-aT) (I{ + cBf + v(~r )); A] + cPx(A). 

(7.16) 

Consider then the complementary set 

A C = {X1 (S1(X); x) = Q - I}. 

Let 51 be such a random variable defined on EM x ,0 that 51(x + 1) = Sl(X). Note 
that, in AC, with initial queue length x, the queue length at the completion time of 
the N1(x)th service is equal to Q - 1; but with initial queue length x + 1, the queue 
length at the same time is equal to Q. Thus, N1(x) < N1(x + 1), implying that 

t;'(x) = TN:(x)(x) = TNdx)(x + 1) = Sl(X + 1) = S'l(X). 
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Thus, 

Br'(x) = Q -1 and ~r'(x) = O. 

In addition, note that, for all t ::; S\(x + 1) = S\(x), 

Xl (t; x + 1) = Xl (t; x) + 1. 

By further taking into account C2, it follows that 

i\(SI(X + 1); x + 1) 
(SI (x) 

= DI(S\(x);x) + Jo e-at (h(XI(t;x)+l)-h(XI(t;x)))dt+ 

e-aSI(x)(K + cQ) 

(SI (x) _ 
2: Dl(Sl(X);X) + Jo e-ato.cdt + e-aSdx)(I{ + cQ) 

= Dl(Tr' (x); x) + c (1 - e-atr'(x») + e-at((x)(K + cB~' + c). 

Still we observe that 

Ex+dDlCtn + e-atr(I( + cB~ + v(G)); AC] = Ex+dDl(Sd + e-aSITv(O); AC]. 

Thus, we have 

Ex+di\(Tn + e-atr(I{ + cBr + v(~n); AC
] 

2 Ex[D1 (T;') + c(l - e-atr') + e-atr' (I{ + cB( + c + Tv(O)); AC] 

2: Ex[Dl(T;') + c(l - e-atr') + e-atr' (K + cB( + c + v(O)); AC] 

= Ex[Dl (T;') + e-atr' (I{ + cB( + v(G')); AC] + cPx(AC). 

(7.17) 

The latter inequality above follows from the fact that v E I'M. By summing up (7.16) 
and (7.17), we obtain (7.1.5). Thus, Tv E hl/. 

It remains to prove that Tv ::::; T(Tv). This follows from (7.14), since v, Tv E 1M 
and v ::; Tv. 0 

Proposition 7.8. TN! is complete. 

Proof. Let (vn ) be Cauchy in 1M and x < iVj - 1. Since BM is complete, there is v E 
BM such that Vn ---+ v. It follows that vn(x) ---+ v(x). Now, since vn(x + 1) - vn(x) 2: c, 
we also have v(x + 1) - v(x) 2: c. Thus, v E hI. It remains to prove that v ::::; Tv. 
However, this can be proved in exactly the same way as in Proposition 5.5 in [1]. 0 

Note that, since BM is Banach, it follows from the previous proposition that 1M is 
closed. 

Define finally the operator T*: IN! ---+ lit! by setting, for all v E I'M, 

T*v = Tv. - (7.18) 

Proposition 7.9. The operator T" has a unique fixed point w E I;vI' In addition, 
limk-+oo(T*)kv = w for all v E lit!· 
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Proof. Since EM is Banach, 1M C EM is closed and 7*: 1M -+ 1M is a strict 
contraction (Proposition 7.5), the claims follow from Banach's fixed point theorem. 0 

Consider then the queue length threshold Q-policy 7r W = 7rx w associated with the 
function W E I'M defined above. 

Proposition 7.10. V11"w = W. 

Proof. This can be proved as Proposition 6.4 in [1]. o 

Theorem 7.11. The queue length threshold Q-policy 7l'W = 7rx w zs discounted cost 
optimal among the stationary Q-policies nQS, i.e., for all x E EM, 

V11'W(x) = inf{V11"(x) 17r E nQS}. 

Proof. This can be proved as Theorem 7.1 in [1]. For completeness, we present the 
proof also here. 

Let 7r E nQs. By Propositions 7.4 and 7.9, 

711'w ::::: 711'w w = w. 

Thus, by (7.4), 

(711") 2 
W = 711' (711' w) ::::: 711" W 2: w. 

By induction, we deduce that (711')kw ::::: w for all k. But this implies, by Propositions 
7.2(ii) and 7.10, that 

which completes the proof. 

V11" = lim (711")kw ::::: w = V11'W, 
k-too 

8. OPTIMAL POLICY: A QUEUE LENGTH THRESHOLD POLICY 

o 

In this section we finalize the proof of the second part (ii) of Theorem 2.3. Therefore 
we again assume that Condition C2 is valid. Here we prove that the discounted cost 
optimal policy among the stationary Q-policies found in the previous section is also 
optimal among all the Q-policies. By Theorem 5.4, this completes the proof of the 
second part (ii) of Theorem 2.3. 

Let x E EM and 71' E nQ. For each k E {O, 1, . .. }, we define a new policy 7rk by 

setting T;Z = 0, and, for n E {1, 2, ... ,Nf}, 
11"" 

• Tn k = T11" and n 
11'" 

• B k = E11' n n' 

and , for n E {N; + 1, LV; + 2, ... }, 
'Jr.. 1[* 7r* 

• Tn k = mf{t::::: Tn~l + Sn I Xnk(t)::::: XW} and 
1f'* • 71"* rr· 

• En k = mm{Xnk(Tnk),Q}. 

So, 7l'k is identical to 'If up to the non-trivial service epoch Tf: but changes thereafter to 
the optimal stationary rule. It is clear from the construction that the resulting policy 
is a Q-policy, i.e. 'lfk E nQ for all k. 

As in [1], we may easily prove that 

V11'~(x) :; V"(x). 
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By further observing that rr~ does not depend on the original policy rr but is, in fact, 
the optimal stationary Q-policy rrw , we have proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 8.1. The queue length threshold Q -policy rrW = rr XW is discounted cost op
timal among the Q-policies rrQ , i.e., for all x E EM) 

V1rw (x) = inf{V1r(x) Irr E rrQ}. 

Theorems 8.1 and 5.4 together imply that the queue length threshold Q-policy 
rrW = rrxw is discounted cost optimal among all admissible policies, i.e., for all x E EM, 

V1rw(x) = inf{V1r (x) Irr E IT}. 

It follows that 

w(x) = V1rw(x) = inf{V1r(x) Irr E IT} = V*(x), 

implying that the thresholds XW and x* are equal, which completes the proof of the 
second part (ii) of Theorem 2.3. 
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